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This page Making a shapely silhouette on a sandstone plinth in the formal dining room, Jump series no.2 sculpture by Birgit Piskor from Colin Fisher
Studios. Custom dining table and ‘Matteo’ chairs, all in walnut by Gregorius Pineo from Kneedler Fauchère. Interior designer Thomas Hamel and the
owners purchased the vases atop the table during a shopping trip to Palm Springs. Aphrodite Rose artwork by Miles Hall from Nicholas Thompson Gallery.

P O RT R A I T M AT T LOWD E N

Thomas Hamel & Associates

TH I S I M P O S I N G H E R ITAG E home was lavished with all
the warmth and functionality desired for the owners’ growing
family along with a liberal serving of contemporary sophistication.
What was the brief? Project architect Russell Casper introduced us
to the owners, who desired to establish a contemporary interior
narrative sympathetic to the historic original rooms of the house.
What were the challenges and how did you resolve them? The main
challenge was the grand scale of the rooms, in particular the
formal sitting room that once functioned as a ballroom. Part of
our brief was to create dual, or possibly triple, function rooms so
designing multiple seating zones to serve the family for cocktail
parties, lunch parties, games nights and quiet moments together
was essential. Another challenge was to create a large, functional
kitchen and meals area the family could use. With the extension
providing a generous open space, it was possible to install a fullsize butler’s kitchen which is used for the daily breakfast rush, a
household desk and a private space for caterers when needed.
What influences shaped your design concept? Decoratively, a strong
aesthetic direction from the clients as well as multiple shopping
trips, including to the US and Europe, resulted in a collection of
furniture and art that spans different decades and design
movements. How would you describe the completed interior? Though

grand in scale, the historic rooms feel inviting for adults and
children alike with the decor accommodating their busy and
social lives, while also reflecting their global aesthetic and love of
contemporary art. What informed the selection of furniture, fittings,
and finishes and art? The various international shopping trips with
the owners, who wanted their home to feel as if it could be
anywhere in the world, were an essential factor in the selections.
The owners’ passion for art added another layer to the project.
What are some of your favourite elements? This is a very contemporary
home but it is also bursting with historic character from the
moment you enter. In the meals area, we installed a mosaic ‘rug’
under the meals table which was a nod to the original tessellated
tile found in the entry. Also the bold hue of Porter’s Paints
‘Stormy’ transformed this grand heritage formal sitting room
into an up-to-date space. It’s fun to live in history but in a
contemporary way. Were the owners happy with the execution? They
thoroughly enjoyed the renovation and design process. From the
open, light-filled rear extension that connects the main family
areas to the newly created gardens by Paul Bangay and the hidden
ensuite and dressing room off the master suite, to the multifunction use of the formal sitting room, every space is used daily
and it was everything they expected and more. thomashamel.com
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This page Despite its chequered existence as a boarding house at one time and another period as reception rooms, the Italianate mansion required little
restoration. The grand entrance’s sky-high ceilings have been augmented with Porta Romana ‘Bianca’ copper and plaster chandeliers. ‘Plato’ console by
Patrick Naggar from Ralph Pucci. Large artwork by Brian Hagiwara. Untitled mixed media artwork in gold leaf and resin on canvas by Peri Gutierrez.
Bentwood cane bench from Geoffrey Hatty. The custom-made round table has a four-sided pyramid base in iron with a brass finish. Opposite page, clockwise
from top left A dramatic 8.5-metre brass pendant light from Ms Arredamenti in Italy drops down into the light-filled stairwell with the Promise to Come Back
artwork by Jonny Niesche. Table lamps from Fenton & Fenton in the study stand on the ‘Niguel’ dresser from Lawson-Fenning. Senigallia framed photograph
by Andrea Sopranzi from The Cool Hunter. Looking through to the entrance hall and the artwork by Brian Hagiwara. Clean lines characterise the kitchen,
where steel and glass blade walls have been inserted to define the area. Stools sourced at Leonard Joel and ‘Molten’ pendant lights from Holly Hunt. In the
formal dining room, ‘Lustre 6 Grand Nuage’ chandelier by Designheure. ‘Halo’ storage cabinet from Zuster topped with an assortment of clay vases by Paola
Paronetto from Fanuli. ‘Tavolo 95’ dining table by De Padova and Arflex ‘Elettra’ chairs from Poliform. Yorkeys Knob by Ray Crooke from Philip Bacon Galleries.
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These pages The formal sitting room, with walls painted in Porter’s Paints ‘Stormy’, features a pair of Knoll ‘Platner’ stools upholstered in animal
hide from Kneedler Fauchère alongside a black round table from Space topped with an Apparatus Studio lamp and a vessel from Criteria. Custom
curved sofa upholstered in smoky charcoal bouclé and black lacquer and brass inlay coffee table from 1stdibs on a custom rug from Behruz
Studio. Walter Knoll ‘375’ armchair from Living Edge and ‘Lens’ side table from Holly Hunt. French wrought-iron mirror from Lucca Antiques.
Olive-green banquettes with cushions in ‘Argo’ fabric by Raf Simons for Kvadrat beside the fireplace. Custom Lindsey Adelman brass chandelier.
Pair of Manuel Geerinck photographs from Ralph Pucci. Pivoting wall lights by Serge Mouille from Cult.
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This page In the master bedroom, custom bed and base upholstered in Rossetti Fabrics ‘Calvia’. Vintage pendant light from Nicholas & Alistair. ‘Ionik’ stool
by Oeuffice from Criteria beside the custom daybed in the bay window. Limited-edition bedside lamp in blue Murano glass from Lucca Antiques. Opposite
page, clockwise from top left Think by John Barbour stands out against walls in Porter’s Paints ‘Old Moss’ in the upstairs study. Beside the RH ‘Reynor’ desk is
the ‘Ventura’ chair by JM Massaud for Poliform. Chandelier from Conley & Co, Sydney. USM ‘Haller’ shelving unit with ‘Coquette’ table lamp from LawsonFenning. In the powder room, walls are finished in Porter’s Paints ‘Agra’. An ‘Orbit’ pendant light by Workstead floats in front of mirrors reflecting Aegaeum
Lazulite (les larmes d’Eros) artwork by Miles Hall from Nicholas Thompson Gallery. Manicured gardens green the courtyard where ‘Mood’ dining chairs by
Manutti surround a ‘Vis a Vis’ dining table by Tribù. ‘Cartocci’ paper clay bowl by Paola Paronetto. ‘St Joseph’ outdoor lounge chair from Coco Republic.
Manutti ‘River’ outdoor sofa and ‘Siena’ coffee table, both from Cosh Living. Reflected in a Bower ‘Cuboid’ floor mirror from Lawson Fenning, the boundaries
of the master bedroom appear endless. This abstract sense of dimension is a fitting backdrop for Tonee Messiah’s Call and Response artwork from Nicholas
Thompson Gallery. Light fitting above is from Nicholas & Alistair, ‘Agatha’ sconces are from Holly Hunt and custom joinery is by Thomas Hamel & Associates.
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